ABSTRACT Sentiment classification of short text is a challenging task because of limited contextual information. We propose a capsule-based hybrid neural network model which can obtain the implicit semantic information effectively. Bidirectional gated recurrent unit (BGRU) is applied in this model to achieve the interdependent features with long distance. Moreover, the capsule network can extract richer textual information to improve expression ability. Compared with the attention-based model which combines self-attention mechanisms and convolutional neural networks (CNN), the capsule-based hybrid model has the advantage of less training time and simple network structure to achieve better performance. The performance is evaluated on two short text review datasets. Our capsule-based model outperforms other related models on movie review data and gets the highest accuracy of 0.8255. Meanwhile, it performs better than most of the systems in NLPCC2014 Task II and, especially achieves the best result on negative data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment classification is an important task in Natural Language Processing (NLP) field. It is useful to understand user opinions in social networks or product reviews [1] . The task aims to determine the sentiment polarity of textual expressions, positive, negative or neutral. Unlike traditional expression, short text reviews have a high degree of colloquialism, non-standard grammatical structures and low sentence integrity. Therefore, it is more challenging to judge the sentiment polarity accurately.
There are many works which have achieved good results in the field of sentiment analysis. Though these previous methods have achieved good performance, sentence-level sentiment classification still remains a huge challenge for several reasons. Most machine learning methods overly rely on handcrafted features which require lots of manual design and adjustment, and it is time-consuming and cost-intensive. Though the problem is helped greatly by the proposal of deep learning in recent years, these neural network based approaches cannot encode and learn the part-whole relationship in the short text efficiently.
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In order to address the above limitations, this paper presents a capsule-based hybrid neural network model for sentiment classification. The goal is to encode the intrinsic part-whole relationship and explore the grammatical and syntactic features to enrich the representation comprehensively. Furthermore, we also design an attention-based model for comparison, which leverage self-attention and CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) to learn contextual and local feature separately. The contributions of the paper are listed as follows:
The semantic of each sentence is represented by BGRU (Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit), which shortens the distance between interdependent features. We propose a self-attention mechanism to obtain the dependencies between words directly and capture the internal structure of the sentence, which is combined with CNN to extract bigram and trigram features further. The capsule network with dynamic routing is devised to extract richer text information. It improves the text expression ability and acquires more important clues to improve sentiment classification performance.
II. RELATED WORK
The traditional sentiment classification methods mainly focus on sentiment dictionary or machine learning approach. Based on massive micro-blog data, Zhao et al. [2] proposed a method to construct a large-scale sentiment dictionary and the experimental results showed that it was helpful to improve the sentiment classification performance. In addition, machine learning approach is used widely for sentiment classification task. Based on dependency parsing features and compositional semantic information, Odbal and Wang [3] proposed a phrase level emotion detection model based on semi-CRFs (semi-Markov Conditional Random Fields), which played an important role in implicit emotion detection. Li et al. [4] made use of various features and resources in an SVM classifier, and it also combined with probability-output weighting to improve the classification accuracy.
With greater attention being placed on deep learning in natural language processing, neural network models have been introduced in sentiment classification task due to their ability to carry out text representation learning. Deep learning method can achieve the potential semantic features on large-scale corpus. Convolution and Pooling of CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) can be well applied to extract local features [5] - [7] . Deriu et al. [8] leveraged large amounts of data with distant supervision to train the convolutional neural networks, whose predictions are combined with a random forest classifier, which optimizes the polarity classification. LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) neural network can capture long-term dependencies in a sequence by introducing storage units and gate mechanisms, which decide how to use and update the information in the storage unit to obtain more permanent memory, so that it can increase the advantages of depth calculation [9] - [10] . Du et al. [11] combined LSTM model with target information, which improved the accuracy of targetdependent sentiment analysis significantly. Tai et al. [12] put forward a tree-structured long short-term memory networks to improve the semantic representations. Nowadays, the deep neural network model combined with attention mechanism has achieved better results than traditional methods in target-based tasks, such as classification of relationships based on specific evaluation objects [13] , sentence pair modeling based on specific target [14] , and machine translation based on specific target [15] . For sentiment analysis task, attention mechanisms are mainly applied on aspect-based sentiment classification [16] . Galassi et al. [17] proposed a new neural architecture that exploits readily available sentiment lexicon resources. Two kinds of attention, including lexicon-driven contextual attention and contrastive co-attention, are adopted to improve model performance.
Recently, Sabour et al. [18] proposed a capsule network for image classification. A capsule is a group of neurons whose activity vector represents the instantiation parameters of a specific entity type such as an object or an object part. An iterative dynamic routing algorithm is adopted. A lowerlevel capsule prefers to send its output to higher level capsules whose activity vectors have a big scalar product with the prediction coming from the lower-level capsule. Zhao et al. [19] proposed three strategies to stabilize the dynamic routing process to alleviate the disturbance of some noise capsules which may contain redundant information or have not been successfully trained. Kim et al. [20] proposed a simple routing method that effectively reduces the computational complexity of dynamic routing, which has achieved good results on multiple data sets. Zhang et al. [21] explored the capsule network with attention mechanism for relation extraction in a multi-label learning framework, and the performance is improved. Zhang et al. [22] introduced a Capsule network for sentiment analysis in domain adaptation scenario with semantic rules, which can enhance the comprehensive sentence representation learning. Such models not only pay special attention to the characteristic information during training process, but also adjust the parameters of the neural networks for different features effectively and mine more hidden characteristic information.
III. CAPSULE BASED HYBRID MODEL FOR SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION
We propose a Capsule based Hybrid Model for sentiment classification and the structure is shown in Fig The Capsule based Hybrid Model is designed for sentiment classification task. Meanwhile, we also make use of selfattention mechanism giving more clues to capture important features by CNN for comparison. More importantly, the capsule based model fuses the role of self-attention and CNN simultaneously, which has the advantage of less training time and simple network structure to achieve a better performance than the comparison model.
A. SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION MODULE
Word Embedding: Represent each word as a multidimensional distributed vector. The sentence with n words is input into the embedding layer and each word is transformed to d-dimensional word vector. Ultimately, the embedding layer encodes the sentence representation as a matrix Z = [w 1 , ..., w i , ..., w n ] ∈ R n * d , where w i = x i1 , ..., x ij , ..., x id corresponds to the word vector of the word w i in the sentence.
The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Network was first proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [23] . It's a special Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and it has the ability to learn long-term dependencies, especially in text processing. It can not only predict the probability of next word in a language model by the contextual information [24] , but also solve the problem of gradient disappearance in traditional RNN for long sequence data [25] . GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) is a variant of LSTM. It simplifies the gating mechanism and speeds up the training. We adopt Bidirectional GRU to get the hidden representation of text quickly. 
B. WORD ATTENTION MODULE
Self-Attention can capture syntactic or semantic features between words in the same sentence effectively. Especially, any two words in a sentence will be linked directly and so it will be easier to obtain the interdependent features with longdistance.
In order to calculate the self-attention weight of each word, one layer perceptual network is used to calculate the output of BGRU bg * t at each time t. And the corresponding attention score g t is calculated as Equation (1).
where W and b indicate the weight matrix and bias of the perceptual network respectively. Furthermore, the attention score at each time t is normalized by Equation (2).
Each normalized attention score a t is corresponding to BGRU output bg * t separately, and the final output of the self-attention model is the matrix ATT = { att 1 , ..., att t , ..., att n } , where att t = bg * t * a t and a t ∈ R d+d . Vaswani et al. [26] proposes an attention mechanism called 
MultiHead(v
Here, each head i is also calculated by perceptual network and softmax function and the normalized attention score ma i is got. Finally, the output matrix of the multi-head attention model is MATT = { matt 1 , ..., matt i , ..., matt h } where matt i = h * v * i * ma i and ma i ∈ R d+d .
C. CAPSULE MODULE
Capsule Network is proposed by Hinton et al. [18] and [27] . The individual neuron node in traditional neural network is replaced by the neuron vector in capsule network which is trained by dynamic routing algorithm. We combine the capsule network and BGRU model to implement the sentiment classification. Capsule network can extract richer text information, and also the word position, semantic and syntactic structure can be encoded effectively. It improves the text expression ability and acquires more important clues further.
The input of capsule network is bg * t that is the output from previous layer BGRU. The operations are shown in Equation (4) 
Here, W io represents the weight matrix which controls the connection strength between the input and output layer. c io is the coupling coefficient which is updated iteratively by dynamic routing algorithm. The sum of coupling coefficient between the capsules of input layer and output layer is 1. It is computed by softmax with initialized b io to 0.
The non-linear activation function squash is adopted to normalize the output vector shown in Equation (7).
The process of dynamic routing algorithm is shown in Fig.2 . The coupling coefficient vector is initialized as c = [c 11 , ..., c t1 , ..., c n1 ] and the output v 1 is got according to equation (4)- (7) . The vector c is updated iteratively by evaluating the influence of component bg t on output v i in each iteration. With the variation of vector c, the weight of important feature in the serialized text is increased. The larger of the coupling coefficient c io , the higher weight value of important semantic feature, and it will give great help to correct classification.
D. FEATURE EXTRACTION MODULE
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a special kind of deep neural network model. We design a double-layer parallel convolutional neural network to extract and represent the short text features.
1) CONVOLUTION LAYER FOR FEATURE EXTRACTION
The purpose of convolution layer is to extract semantic features of the sentence, each convolution kernel corresponds to a certain part of feature and the feature mappings can be obtained after convolution operation. The number of convolution kernels is set to 128 in our work. The convolution is operated on each sentence matrix ATT = { att 1 , ..., att t , ..., att n } , which is the output of the previous word attention model, by Equation (8) .
where f = relu = max(0, x) is a nonlinear activation function, W and b represent the weight matrix and bias of the network respectively. S denotes the feature matrix extracted by the convolution operation. The convolution window size is set to 2 and 3 respectively which can extract both the bigram and trigram features.
2) K-MAX POOLING LAYER FOR FEATURE DIMENSION REDUCTION
Features extracted by the convolution layer are transmitted to the pooling layer which will further aggregate and simplify the feature representation. K-Max pooling is adopted to select the top-K value of each filter to represent the semantic information. The larger the feature value, the greater the emotional strength. In addition, it will also preserve the relative order information of these features. The value of K is set to (len − f s + 1) /2 , where len is the length of the sentence and f s is the convolution window size. After the pooling operation, the dimensions of the feature vector extracted by each convolution kernel are obviously reduced, and the most important semantic information is reserved.
E. CLASSIFICATION MODULE
The feature matrix extracted by CNN model or the semantic matrix extracted by Capsule is input into a dropout layer to prevent the over-fitting problem. During the training process, some neurons which are selected randomly in the hidden layer do not work, but they are still retained for the next input sample. The other neurons participate in the process of computation and connection. The vector matrix is input into a full connection layer for dimension reduction. Finally, the probability distribution of the sentiment category is computed by softmax activation function y = soft max(x).
The algorithm of sentiment classification by BGRUCapsule model is described as Table 1 .
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A. DATASETS
There are two short text datasets used in the experiment.
(1) Movie Review Data, 1 published by Cornell University, is the sentiment analysis annotation corpus. (2) NLPCC 2014 Data, 2 published by Chinese Information Processing Society of China, including more than 10,000 product reviews in English. The data distribution is shown in Table 2 .
The data is initialized as lexical vector by Glove and the dimension is set to 200. The hidden vector size of unidirectional and bidirectional GRU is set to 200 and 400 respectively. The convolution window size is set to 2 and 3 respectively, which can extract both the bigram and trigram features. Both the length of attention and number of capsule are set to the sentence length. The parameter of dropout is set to 0.5 and batch-size is 64. Adam is the optimized approach with learning rate of 0.001.
B. EVALUATION ON MOVIE REVIEW DATA
Different modules are assembled for comparison, including BGRU module, attention module, CNN module and Capsule module. Three activation functions are used on different assembling models, namely sigmoid, relu and tanh. The results evaluated by accuracy metric are shown in Table 3 .
It can be seen from Table 3 that our BGRU + Capsule model achieves the best performance on different activation functions. It outperforms the other 4 models. Especially, tanh function gets the best result of 0.8255. It is mainly due to the reason that tanh function can alleviate the gradient disappearing problem with the increasing iteration number.
Capsule network combines the advantages of CNN and attention. CNN mainly focuses on extracting the local features of text and attention mechanism is more concerned with information in the context. The number of capsules is set to the sentence length. Each capsule can capture the features of word by the dynamic routing algorithm iteratively, and also the semantic information within the context is retained by the learning model. And so our BGRU + Capsule model with the simple structure achieves the best performance. At the same time, the parameter c of the capsule network does not participate in the reverse propagation. Compared with the complex model, it can reduce the complexity of model training and shorten training time greatly.
We also compare the performance of our best model BGRU + Capsule with other related work on Movie Review Data as following.
RAE [28] : A model based on recursive auto encoders for sentence-level prediction of sentiment label distribution, which learns vector space representations for multi-word phrases.
LR-Bi-LSTM [29] : A model uses Bi-LSTM with linguistic regularizer and it outperforms Bi-LSTM significantly. [5] : A model with two sets of word vectors. Each set of vector is treated as a 'channel' and each filter is applied to both two channels. The model is able to fine-tune one set of vectors while keeping the other static.
CNN-multichannel
CNN-non-static [5] : A model with pre-trained vectors by word2vec. The pre-trained vectors are fine-tuned for each task.
TE-LSTM +c,p [30] : A model proposed to utilize POS tags to control the gates of tree-structured LSTM networks, which is combined with representations of phrases.
Capsule-A [19] : A model adopts only one parallel network with filter windows size of 3 in the convolutional layer.
Capsule-B [19] : A model adopts three parallel networks with filter windows size of 3, 4, 5 in the N-gram convolutional layer.
The performance comparisons are shown in Table 4 . It can be seen from Table 4 that our BGRU-Capsule Model performs best, which fuses the advantage of BGRU and Capsule network to accomplish the task.
C. EVALUATION ON NLPCC DATA
The BGRU-Capsule Model is also implemented on the NLPCC 2014 data to further verify the model's effectiveness. Here, the convolutional window size in CNN is set to 2 and 3 respectively and the corresponding model is labeled as CNN 2 and CNN 3 . The experimental results on 5 different models are shown in Table 5 .
The results in Table 5 show that our BGRU + Capsule model outperforms the other models on relu and tanh activation functions. In addition, it is found that these different models perform better on Negative data than Positive data mostly. The evaluation metrics of Precision, Recall and F-measure are used to compare our model with NLPCC2014 Task II result, 3 which are shown in Table 6 and Fig.3 .
As can be seen from Table 6 and Fig.3 , our model performs better than most of the participating systems of NLPCC2014 Task II, and especially achieves a better performance than the best result on Negative data in precision, recall and F-measure.
D. ANALYSIS OF TIME PERFORMANCE
The structure of BGRU + Capsule model is relatively simple. The internal parameters of the network do not participate in the reverse propagation, which reduces the training time greatly. In order to further verify the efficiency of the Capsule network, we conduct time comparison experiments by BGRU + Attention + CNN model and the BGRU + Capsule model separately. The number of iterations is set to 30 and the results are shown in Fig.4 . As can be seen, the BGRU + Capsule model has less training time mostly by different epoch. Especially, it performs more stable on NLPCC dataset.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a novel capsule-based hybrid model for the short text sentiment classification task, which not only makes full use of the forward and backward information of short texts and shortens the distance between the interdependent features, but also can extract richer textual information to improve the expression ability, including word position, semantic and syntactic structure. Especially, the capsule based model has the advantage of less training time and simple network structure to achieve a better performance. Simultaneously, we also devise an attention-based model for comparison. The experimental results show that the capsulebased hybrid model outperforms other related approaches on Movie Review Data and also gets a better result than the participated systems in NLPCC2014 task II. During the process of dynamic iteration, the model can adjust the attention weights smoothing and mine more hidden characteristic information. Hence, the capsule-based model can achieve high-quality features by combining the advantages of BGRU, attention mechanism and CNN.
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